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New Amsterdam Season 2 "One Won't Survive" Promo (HD)

Inspired by Bellevue, the oldest public hospital in America, this unique medical drama follows the brilliant and charming Dr. Max Goodwin, the institution's newest medical director, who sets out to tear up the bureaucracy and provide exceptional care. How can he help? Well, the doctors and staff have heard this before. Not taking “no” for an answer, Dr. Goodwin must disrupt the status quo and prove he will stop at nothing to breathe new life into this understaffed, underfunded and underappreciated hospital - the only one in the world capable of treating Ebola patients, prisoners from Rikers and the president of the United States under one roof - and return it to the glory that put it on the map. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on Youtube for more New Amsterdam season 2 promos in HD!



New Amsterdam official website: https://www.nbc.com/new-amsterdam

Watch more New Amsterdam Season 2 videos: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfrisy2KXzkf9ocT-s-9MwIG5wKpgO-G1

Like New Amsterdam on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NBCNewAmsterdam

Follow New Amsterdam on Twitter: https://twitter.com/NBCNewAmsterdam

Follow New Amsterdam on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/NBCNewAmsterdam



#NewAmsterdam



» Watch New Amsterdam Tuesdays at 10:00pm on NBC

» Starring: Ryan Eggold, Freema Agyeman, Janet Montgomery



Contribute subtitle translations for this video: https://www.youtube.com/timedtext_video?v=8-0YoJ_WPnA
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